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Miller Relief Step™ 
Safety Device

■ MILLER RELIEF STEP SAFETY DEVICE
 9099X/12 Consists of a box of 12 Relief Step Safety Devices
 9099/36BULK 36 Relief Step Safety Devices in bulk quantity

The Miller Relief Step Safety Device alleviates the effects of 
orthostatic intolerance, also known as suspension trauma. 

If a fall occurs, a person becomes suspended in a harness 
and remains both vertical and sedentary for a period of time, 
causing blood to “pool” in the veins of the legs. Subsequently, 
blood is restricted to the brain and other major organs that 
may initially result in unconsciousness. 

If not rescued promptly, serious injury or death may occur. 
The Miller Relief Step is designed to provide a short-term 
solution for alleviating suspension trauma.

■ OSHA states that potentially fatal suspension trauma 
 can occur within minutes while waiting for rescue after 
 a fall

■ Average fall rescue time is 15 minutes

■ When used, the Relief Step Safety Device provides 
 support and enhances blood circulation until rescue – 
 permitting the ability to move and flex leg muscles

■ Small and lightweight; the Relief Step Safety Device 
 attaches to any brand full-body harness

■ Utilizing two (2) Relief Steps (one for each leg/foot) 
 assures greater comfort until rescue is completed

 SKU Description

HELPS PREVENT

SUSPENSION TRAUMA

Miller Harness Accessories 

■ MILLER BODY BELT*
 6414N/UBK   1-3/4-in. (44 mm) black web belt; tongue buckle with 11 grommets / Universal size

■ MILLER D-RING EXTENSION
 8928/18INBK  18-in. (457 mm) web extension with a snap hook & a D-ring on the opposite end

■ MILLER O-RING EXTENSION
 8927/8INGN  8-in. (203 mm) web O-ring extension

■ MILLER BACK PADS 
 9014/BK  6-in. (152 mm) wide pad for added comfort
 9016/BK  8-in. (203 mm) wide pad for added comfort

■ MILLER SHOULDER PADS 
 9017/3X9INBK  Shoulder pads with anti-slide rubber grip bar

■ MILLER REFLECTIVE VELCRO® SLEEVES
 9052/6INGN**  Fluorescent lime green refl ective material affi xes to the straps  of a harness for use in no or low light conditions.

■ MILLER BACK D-RING PAD
 9090/7X8INBK  Removable harness back D-ring pad 7-in. x 8-in. (178 mm x 203 mm).  Attaches to any harness w/stainless steel snaps.
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*Belts are not to be used for fall protection.
**Also available in 25-ft. (7.6 m) rolls that can be cut to desired length (9052/25FTGN)
Velcro is a registered trademark of VELCRO USA Inc.


